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Canadian Muslim creative develops global incubator in support of
projects that normalize Islam in mainstream nerd culture

Islamime’s (Islam + Anime) first project invites participants to crowdbuild
a sci-fantasy anime about contested Muslim identity

TORONTO, ON (June 22, 2022) Former University of Toronto Multi-Faith
Educator Nadir Shirazi announces call-to-action in the wake of the
groundbreaking show Ms. Marvel and its depiction of Muslim identity.
Continuing to build on positive portrayals of Islam, Shirazi is preparing to
launch a development platform supporting Muslim creatives and allies
wanting to see Muslim speculative fiction narrative projects achieve global
mainstream success.

“I self-sabotaged my own pitches for my anime series MultiFacet with
places like Netflix and WarnerMedia. It was because a part of me had
internalized Islamophobia that said no one would want to see Muslims on
screen. The underrepresentation in mainstream media discouraged me, so
I watered down my characters Muslim identities,” said Nadir Shirazi,
Creator of Islamime. “But now, Ms. Marvel is a Muslim superhero for
millions, Muslim and non, and she isn’t hiding. I’m not either, and I am
opening up my project to others who are done hiding, too.”

To create a proof of concept for the Incubator, participants from around
the world will have a chance to work with scripts, trailers, character art,



concept art, voice acting, writing and more in a moderated and safe space.
These existing assets from Nadir’s failed pitches for MultiFacet; are
designed to forge a brand new collective that imagines an alternative path
to production, distribution, creation, and protection from hateful attacks
for Muslim inspired art. The hope is it becomes a model that can be
repeated for other projects.

“Ms. Marvel is step one, and it has already come under attack from
Islamophobes trying to rally against it whether downgrading it on rating
sites in coordinated campaigns or expressing hatred for it online based on
its Muslim representation,” mused Shirazi. “If that is happening to
something backed by the biggest entertainment company in the world,
who is going to defend and develop the next wave of projects that don’t
have similar backing? It took us forever to get our first Muslim superhero
but without real work she could also be our last too. Muslims nerds aren’t
niche, we are next.”

To kickoff the initiative, a crowdfunding campaign will take place on
LaunchGood, the world’s first Muslim crowdfunding platform, one week
after Ms. Marvel finishes on July 22, 2022. The aim will be to help raise funds
to organize the MultiFacet Islamime (Islam + Anime) experiment.
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About Nadir Shirazi of MultipHacet Entertainment Inc.
Nadir Shirazi M.Ed. is creator of the MultiFacet Anime Project, and created
the definition Islamime (Islam + Anime) in 2021 to embrace the Muslim
diversity in his intellectual property. In 2022, he aims to use his anime to
make the definition a movement that brings Muslim spec fiction to the
mainstream.

For more information, please visit www.islamime.com
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